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Chapter Two 

Recorded Evidence 

   Moving on to firmer ground, this chapter is concerned with those areas where the 
Loban (or Lobban) name appears written in civil records. In Dr.George F. Black’s 
great work The Surnames of Scotland we note several references, the earliest of which 
is dated 1542 and in which the name is spelt in a variety of ways. 
   Dr. Black argues that, by whatever spelling, the surname is more common along the 
Moray Firth area. He suggests a Gaelic origin, from lopan or loban a sledge for 
carrying peat.  Reference is also made to the legendary tale, whereby the progenitor of 
the sept concealed himself underneath a loban in the heat of battle to avoid slaughter 
(as mentioned in the previous chapter). The following are examples, respectfully 
extracted from Dr. Black’s research: 

Sir Charles Lowbane (cleric Strathnarne 1542); William Lobane (Drumderfit 1560); John Loban 

(tenant Huntlie 1600); Jonet Lobane (Inverness 1614); Robert Lobein (charged as ‘idle 

masterless man’ in Deir, Aberdeenshire 1627); George Lobban (parish of Glass 1716); John 

Lobon (Ternemnie 1703); Elspat Lobban (mother of astronomer James Ferguson); Alexander 

Lobban (Dundurcas 1773); and John Lobban (Huntly Volunteers 1789). 

   From the foregoing it becomes evident that the Lobans or Lobbans were indeed 
fairly prominent along the Moray Firth.  In addition to the above examples, there is on 
record one Michael Lobane, described in a charter dated 17th December 1590 
concerning the lands of Fochaber cum precepto sasine directo Mich. Lobane  in which 
he appears instrumental in its enactment (Register of the Great Seal of Scotland 1580-
1593, pg. 612). 
   It is interesting to note the Drumderfit connection among Dr. Black’s examples.  
This is further substantiated in a charter of Queen Mary, dated 1564, for the lands 
Drumdarwecht and Wester Kescheck (Drumderfit and Wester Kessock) to James 
Gray, one of her bodyguards.  The lands then are shown to be occupied by William 
Loban and others (Origines Parochiales Scotiae: W.H. Lizers 1851).  Also named in 
the charter are David and Donald Lobane, obviously kindred. 
   More surprising is yet another entry in Dr. Black’s work where we find his 
reference to Andrew Lovane, King’s tenant in lands in Ardmanach, 1504 and Robert 

Lovane tenant Castletoun, Ardmanach in the same year. Dr. Black does not associate 
this surname with Loban or Logan.  Nevertheless, I am of the opinion that it is yet 
another strange variation in spelling, and may well be the earliest example of the 
name as yet identified. 
   The fact that the entry relates to Ardmanach (old name for the Black Isle) adds 
weight to the suggestion. Other examples of the name being spelt Lobhan ~ which 
might reflect a Gaelic variation, where the ‘bh’ sometimes gives a ‘v’ sound, have 
been found.  Moreover, I can find no hint of the surname Lovane anywhere else in the 
district or adjacent counties.  One other early recording of the name is in 1534 at the 
University of St. Andrews, where we find Carolus Loban, nationis Angusiae.

This probably refers to the aforementioned Sir Charles Lowbane, (Black’s) during his 
student days at the university, where he was assigned to Angus House (for students 
from the North). 
   One other comment, on a possible origin of the name Loban, might be considered. 
Here, I refer to the Gaelic word lub (plural luban), meaning a bend or curvature, an 
extension of this is found in the word lubairneach meaning a clumsy, ill-formed man 
(see Dwelly’s Gaelic-English Dictionary). For example, we find an ancestor of the 
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Macleans of Duart described as Lachlan Lubanach, possibly referring to a physical 
stoop in stature, but could also apply to one who is crafty and who will ‘bend’ to any 
purpose! Consider also for a moment, the Loban/MacLennan tradition, where it might 
equally refer to the elusive Crotach MacGilligorm ~ the hunchback. It is just a 
thought. 
   In addition to the foregoing, the following are examples of how the name has 
appeared in various records that have come to light during my research: 
 
Loban, Lobban, Laban, Labban, Lobane, Lowban, Lowbon, Lonben, Lobein, Lobon, Lobbin, 

Lobben, Lobson, Louben, Lowbane, Lobhan, Lovane. 

 
   To illustrate the subsequent spread of the Lobans/Lobbans across the counties of the 
north-east ~ where they yet appear in considerable numbers ~ I have prepared the 
following data, gleaned simply from the number of entries of the name in the 
International Genealogical Index (IGI: The Mormon Church) 1992 version. This, of 
course, presents only a general view, since I am aware that some parish records were 
better kept than others. Moreover, it does not take into account many Roman Catholic 
families, whose records must be kept elsewhere. 
 

Distribution of Lobans: North-East Counties 
       COUNTY                         PARISH                        No. ENTRIES                       EARLIEST 

Aberdeenshire           Huntly 90 1777 
“ Turriff 33 1772 
“ Forgue 32 1668 
“ Glass 28 1747 
“ Aberdeen (city) 27 1635 
“ Newmills 25 1852 
“ Skene 15 1811 
“ Cairnie 15 1754 
“ Drumblade 12 1715 
“ Auchindoir 12 1841 
“ Gartley 12 1750 
“ Insch 11 1685 
“ Old Machar 8 1751 
“ Cabrach 7 1730 
“ Faserburgh 6 1803 
“ Kennethmont 5 1744 
“ Rhynie & Essie 3 1841 
“ Strichen 2 1720 
“ Belhavie 2 1865 
Aberdeenshire (cont) Peterhead 2 1770 
  
Banffshire Rothiemay 148 1604 
“ Cullen 118 1712 
“ Keith 76 1687 
“ Rathven 77 1716 
“ Marnoch 59 1682 
“ Grange 35 1687 
“ Deskford 25 1668 
“ Ordquhill 18 1820 
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“ Inverkeithny 17 1768 
“ Fordyce 15 1735 
“ Forglen 15 1789 
“ Botriphnie 11 1687 
“ Banff 9 1634 
“ Boyndie 9 1810 
“ Seafield 7 1862 
“ Mortloch 6 1747 
“ Aberlour 5 1745 
“ Alvah 3 1797 
    
Inverness-shire Inverness (town) 61 1614 
“ Kilmorack 10 1682 
“ Daviot (Dunlichty) 10 1776 
“ Abernethy/Kincardine 7 1817 
“ Duthil/Rothiemurchas 5 1849 
“ Dores 3 1821 
“ Ardersier 4 1816 
“ Boleskine 2 1826 
“ Petty 2 1722 
    
Morayshire Boharm 53 1695 
“ Rothes 25 1709 
“ Knockando 11 1804 
“ Elgin 10 1733 
“ Bellie 10 1755 
“ Urqhhart 7 1684 
“ Edinkellie 5 1853 
“ Forres 6 1702 
“ Spaymoth 4 1750 
“ New Spynie 3 1712 
    
Ross & Cromarty Urray 14 1750 
“ Dingwall 15 1671 
“ Resolis 11 1748 
“ Urquhart (Logie) 10 1757 
“ Knockbain 10 1750 
“ Killearnan 9 1754 
Ross & Crom.(cont) Avoch 6 1727 
“ Gareloch 5 1802 
“ Rosemarkie 3 1830 
“ Loch Carron 4 1830 
“ Logie Easter 2 1779 
“ Fodderty 1 1805 
“ Findon 3 1757 
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   In addition to the above list, the Aberdeenshire parishes of Cluny, Malach, Tarves, 
Foveran, Alford, Old Deer, Dyce, Monymusk and Longside each have one entry, the 
earliest being 1742 in Foveran. 
   From the foregoing, it becomes evident that Rothiemay (148 entries) and Cullen 
(118 entries), Banffshire, held the greatest concentration of Lobans or Lobbans. The 
earliest entry is in Rothiemay, 1604.  Huntly parish comes next (90 entries), however, 
the earliest in this county would appear to be in the City of Aberdeen (St. Nicholas 
parish) where we find an entry dated 1635. 
   Considering the six parishes that border onto Rothiemay parish, namely Grange, 
Marnoch, Inverkeithny, Forgue, Huntly and Cairnie, we find a high incidence of 
Loban families (396 entries). 
   Further north, another strong contingent is found in the adjoining parishes of Cullen, 
Fordyce, Rathven, Keith, Boharm and Rothes (364 entries). Across in Inverness-shire, 
we find the town of Inverness showing the greatest number entries, including an early 
one dated 1614.  Ross & Cromarty, which includes the Black Isle ~ alleged cradle of 
the surname ~ we find only one 17th century record (Dingwall 1671): the earliest on 
the Black Isle is 1727 in Avoch parish. 
   Remembering that the foregoing figures relate only to the IGI, the earliest Loban 
record I can find still stands at 1504, with Andrew Lovane, referred to earlier, in the 
Black Isle. 
   Just why Lobans became Logans is something of a puzzle. Many did change, 
including the Drumderfit family, who appear as having a well-documented history, 
compared with others of the name. 
   To begin with, it is clear that the names Loban and Logan are very similar in 
phonetic sound, which alone could have caused considerable misinterpretation over 
the years, resulting in the inevitable misspelling.  Even today, I still get letters via the 
‘junk mail’ circuit addressed to Mr. Logan, Lonban, L.Bonn, (and, sadly!) Loveban.  I 
suspect the real cause here is that, in spite of the having the double ‘b’, I still 
pronounce my name as in ‘Oban’ ~ as did my family as far back as I can recall.  I am 
also reminded by an acquaintance from another Lobban family living in Banff, that 
he, too, pronounces it as though there was only one ‘b’. It seems likely that this was 
the older version of the name. 
   I suspect that wherever a misspelling occurs, it is generally to the detriment of the 
Loban name.  This is likely due to the wider distribution of the Logan surname, for it 
has to be admitted that the name Loban or Lobban is still quite rare and even yet, it is 
more concentrated in the north-eastern counties of Scotland. Moreover, I still cannot 
lose sight of the possibility that some Lobans have purposely adopted the change out 
of preference ~ perhaps to avoid the frequent misrepresentations here suggested.  In 
other words, if you cannot beat them, join them!  The Logan surname may also have 
been seen to have more favourable advantages culturally and economically in times 
past. 
   My own guess is that a more likely explanation lies in the often careless manner in 
which some parish records were maintained, which equally could apply to old estate 
tenancy lists and other official documents prior to 1855. We must also pay heed to the 
high rate of illiteracy among common folk of old. 
   The following are a few examples where misrepresentation may have taken place, 
not only from Loban to Logan, but showing some of the more unusual spellings that 
have been recorded in the past. 
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John Loban m Katherine Fraser 
1775 Killearnan, Black Isle 

 

John Loban        Janet Loban      James Loban      Mary Logan 
                                       1776 Killearnan        1778 Killearnan    1784 Killearnan      1786 Killearnan 

Note: at the Christening of Mary, her father was also recorded as Logan 
 
 
 

Colin Logan m Margaret Forbes 
1815 Rosemarkie, Black Isle 

 
                                                                _______________________________________ 

John Loban         William  Logan 
                                                                      1821 Rosemarkie        1824 Rosemarkie 

Note: there may have been more children. 
 
 
 

Kenneth Loban m Ann Bisset 
1835 Knockbain, Black Isle 

 
They had seven children all named LOGAN and at each Christening 

The father was also recorded as LOGAN. 
 
 
 

John Loban m Ann Vass 
Daviot/Dunlichty, Inverness-shire 

 
           _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

James Loggan    John Loban    Mary Loggan    Janet Loban    James M. Loban 
                            1822 Daviot          1826 Daviot         1827 Daviot           1829 Daviot          1831 Daviot 
 
 

William Loban m Agnes Cath. Grant 
Abernethy/Kincardine, Inverness-shire 

 
                    ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Barbara M. Loban   Mary A. Laban  Christina Loban   Margt. Lobban 
                                         1821 Dores                        1823 Dores               1827 Dores             1830 Inverness 

 
John Loban m Katherine Shaw 

Inverness Parish 
 

   ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

John Loban  Donald Loban  William Loban  Marj. Loban  Alex. Loban  Alex Lowban 
                            1749                     1756                        1759                    1762               1764                   1766 

(Note: it would appear the first son named Alexander died in infancy) 
 

James Lobban m Ann Sandison 
Rathven, Banffshire 

 
                             __________________________________________________________________________ 

John Lobban   James Labban  Elizabeth Lobban   Alex. Lobban 
                                           1760 Rathven         1764 Rathven         1766 Rathven              1770 Rathven 
 
 

Jon Lobane m Margerat Wat 
1635 St. Nicholas Parish, Aberdeen 

 
                                              __________________________________________________________ 

Elspet Loben   Paterick Loban   Johnne Lobanne 
                                                                 1636                       1637                        1640 
 

Note: at each birth the parents are described thus: 
 

Johnne Lobane ~ Marg. Watt 

                                                           Johnne Lobanne ~ Bessie Watt 

                                                            Johnne Loben ~ Marg. Watt  
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    Before closing this chapter concerning the name Loban, as it appears in various 
records, I have recently given some thought to the idea that perhaps its origin may lie 
overseas, and that it might have been introduced into Scotland from elsewhere in 
Europe.  It is well known that the eastern seaboard of our country has been visited 
countless times by other Europeans, either as invaders ~ Vikings from 8th century, 
and later by traders and merchants from the Low Countries (Holland, Belgium, etc.). 
   The Norse influence, particularly along the Moray Firth district, has left its mark in 
the local vocabulary and in many place-names.  I am not alone in this study.  C.D.R 
Lobban, currently living in British Columbia, Canada, whose forebears hail from 
Aberdeen and Nairn (referred to in later chapter), shares this interest. 
   In his article History from Linguistics? He compares local Nairn dialect with Old 
Norse.  In his letter to me, back in 1998, he states: If my theory is correct, then 

perhaps the tribes of fisher-folk on the east coast were neither Celtic or Pictish, but 

Norse. . .As to Lobban, I think we were given that name by others. 

   His theory is that Viking settlers established themselves along parts of the north-east 
coast of Scotland. Instead of progressing inland, as might be expected, they chose to 
remain close to the sea, from which they survived as fishing communities.  They were 
close-knit in their ways, tending to marry with their own kind. Even today, their 
descendants remain, in a sense, ‘close’. 
   Recently, I discovered an article published by the Banffshire Field Club, dated May 
1937. The piece, Surnames in the North-East, was written by G.G. Jamieson, late 
principal teacher of classics at Banff Academy.  Concerning the surname Loban, he 
offers the following: 
 
[Sic] “Loban, Lobban: half-grown cod, clumsy~lobbin~Scandinavian~also lob (ME), clumsy 

person.”  (The initials refer to Middle English.) 

 
    Jamieson’s remarks are interesting on two counts. Firstly, his suggestion of 
Scandinavian origin: secondly, the word ‘lob’.  The latter seems to have some kind of 
affinity with the Gaelic word liober –ean, meaning (1) a person with thick or hanging 
lips; and (2) a slovenly or awkward person (see Dwelly’s Illustrated Gaelic-English 

Dictionary). I suppose if we stretch the imagination that little bit further, both 
descriptions might equally apply to a cod! 
   A commercial company offering for sale family history scrolls, wall plaques and 
other decorative heraldic paraphernalia, has advanced one final hypothesis. Some 
years ago a young member of my family presented me with one such framed scroll 
pertaining to the surname Lobban.  While it has to be said the item in question makes 
an attractive wall ornament, the text (probably compiled from existing reference 
books) did present an element of surprise. 
  The information suggests that the surname Lobban is derived from the Gaelic loban 
which, it is alleged, means mud, mire or a shallow pond. This gives the immediate 
impression of a Lobban progenitor who, if not a man of the soil, was something of ‘an 
earthy’ person!  Do we have here the origin of the well-worn saying: His name was 

mud around town? 
   However, having mentioned the theory, I thought it best to examine the implications 
more closely. The mud connotation no doubt comes from the Gaelic lobar meaning 
puddle or mud (Argyll and Uist).  I further discovered the word lobarcan is given to 
describe a person drenched wet, or daubed with mire (Dwelly’s Dictionary). The latter 
word also appears as lobrogan meaning a drenched or smeared fellow. As a matter of 
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added ~ though again speculative ~ interest, it will be noticed that this word also 
contains all the letters that make up the surnames Loban and Logan! 
   One final, though less probable, example of a possible origin of the name Loban is 
found in Chalmer’s Caledonia (Fullarton & Co., Edinburgh 1863) in which we read: 
 
[Sic] “When Randolph surprised the castle of Edinburgh in 1313 Peter Luband was captain of 

the ancient fortalice, and sheriff of Edinburghshire under the English king.” 

 

   In the same work, we find this mysterious figure again referred to, at an even earlier 
date, thus:  
 
[Sic] “At the settlement of Scotland, in September 1305, it was ordered that Peter Luband should 

remain keeper of Linlithgow castle.” 

 
   So far, I have been unable to locate information concerning Peter Luband, who 
appears to have been an English knight in the service of King Edward I. of England.   
Whether or not he was a forerunner of the Lobans (or Logans) is yet unconfirmed.  
Perhaps further research may provide an answer. 
     I include here a reproduction of a lineage chart, as suggested by the 
aforementioned Major Logan Home, and concerning the Drumderfit Lobans or 
Logans. 
 

The Logans of Drumderfit 
 

Henry Logan (c. 1312) 
Allegedly came from Lennox and settled in Ross-shire 

                                                                                                    
Colan Logan (Loban)       Gilligorm Logan (Loban) 

                                         c. 1340 Drumnamarge Heiress                Killed at Battle of Drumderfit (c. 1372) 
                                          married Eachan Beirach                           by Frasers of Lovat. 

                                                                
Crotach MacGilligorm (1372-1450) 

Hunchback: Became cleric and moved to Wester-Ross 
Married with issue                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                 Gill-Finnan 

                                                                                                                                               MacGill-Finnan 

                                                                                                                                               (MacLennans) 
(31

st
) William Lobane (tenant 1544)                                          

                                                     (32
nd

) A Loban (c. 1600: wife “C.S.” 
                                                     (33

rd
) K. Loban (c.1645: killed at Auldearn) 

                                                                
                   I. Loban (no details)      (34

th
) A. Loban (died c. 1724: wife “L.M.C.” 

                                                                

                                                            (35
th

) Robert Loban (1704-1780 
                                                      Merchant and farmer. Married November 1730 Isabel Forbes.     (Next page) 
                                                                                                             

(36
th

) Thomas Logan (1750-1807) 
                                                       Merchant and farmer: married (1)Ann Munro (2) Margt Fraser 
                                                            (3) Cath. Fraser.  Name changed to that of  Logan 
                                                                                               
                                  

(37
th

) Robert Logan (b. 1793)     Duncan Logan ( of Ballnoe) 
                                                                                                            (wife ?: three sons and a daughter) 
                                                                                              
 

(38
th

) Robert Logan (no details) 

                                                                
Barbara Logan         (39

th
) Robert Logan (Banker, London) 

                                    m. Capt Cameron of Balnakyle                at Drumderfit 1848: still alive 1870 
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(40
th

)Robert Logan (b. Aug. 1848) 
Indian Civil Service. Retired 1892, bought Raddery Estate 

Easter-Ross. Married Susan C. Mathais. 
                                                                                                
                                   

Constance Logan      (41
st
) Robert H. Logan     Guy L. Logan 

                                                    (b. 1885)                     b. 1878. Rtd. Lieut-Colonel   b. 1880. M. Ethel Fellows 
                                                                                        m. Gladys G. C. Greene                New Zealand 
                                                                                                
 
                           

Constance P. A. Logan     (42
nd

) Robert N. C. Logan     Guy Logan 
                                          b. March 1921 (twin)                           b. March 1921 (twin)              b. 1922 
 
NOTE: the above chart is based on a genealogy presented by Major G.J.N. Logan Home of Broomhouse and 
Edrom.  I have, however, inserted the name LOBAN where I think it should apply.  The Majors’s information 
would seem to have come largely from headstones at Kilmuir-Wester cemetery, Black Isle, Ross-shire.    

 
   Whatever may be the origin(s) of the name Loban or Lobban, the indications are 
that it was probably first used as a nickname, perhaps even associated with a 
particular trade. In so far as the Logans of Drumderfit are concerned, I submit that 
there is sufficient evidence within the foregoing pages to show that their name was at 
one time Loban. 
   My final comment on Drumderfit is to report that the current occupiers of the farm 
are of the surname Cameron, being descendants of Captain Cameron of Balnakyle, 
who married Barbara Logan, daughter of Robert Logan, 38th tenant. Thus, the 
Loban/Logan genes still continue in the old lands. A few years ago I wrote to the 
Cameron family, in the hope that they could assist me in my research, but I received 
no reply. 
   Although it has been said that the Drumderfit Logans are, in a sense, chieftains of 
the Highland (or Northern) branch of the Logan clan in Scotland, I remain sceptical 
over this issue. Likewise, the so-called MacLennan connection is equally vague.  This 
is in spite of the fact that a recent Lord Lyon saw fit to issue an armorial device to 
Ronald G. MacLennan of MacLennan (elected Chief by gilfine process in 1978), the 
design of which is largely taken from the arms of Logan of that Ilk (see The Tartans 

of the Clan and Families of Scotland by Thomas Innes of Learney, p, 164). 
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Chapter Three 

A Move to Kintail 
 

  As shown in the previous chapter, the Loban/Logan claim that the Highland 
MacLennans are an offshoot from the Drumderfit lineage is largely based on the 
writings of 18th and 19th century historians, most of which lacks contemporary 
corroboration.  If we now consider the Saint Finnan connotation, as traditionally 
linked to MacLennans (the main reference here being an offspring of Crotach 
MacGilligorm) we are led immediately back to the Drumderfit question. 
   Bearing in mind that I have already highlighted several contradictions found in 
some of the traditional accounts, I would be failing in the project if the alleged Loban-
to-MacLennan genealogy were not given due consideration. 
   General research into Logan history reveals that the so-called Siol Loganich (Race 
of Logans), sometimes styled “Logans of the North”, were probably originally known 
as Lobans. Historian James Logan, author of Clans of the Scottish Highlands (1848 
edition) states: 
 
[Sic] “It seems impossible to arrive at anything satisfactory respecting the history of the 

Ceancinnidh, or head of this race, previous to Colan Logan, heiress of Druimanairig (circa 

1340.” 

 

   James Logan, like other historians, refers to this lady as having married one Eachain 
(Hector) Beirach, a son the [sic] “baron of Kintail” (here suggesting that he was a 
MacKenzie), Logan further gives the impression that these Logans were originally 
settled in Wester-Ross, and later moved to the Black Isle, settling in the lordship of 
Ardmenach.  I suspect that the estate of “Druimanairig” actually refers to the small 
estate of that name (sometimes spelt Drumnamarg) located near Drumderfit: the name 
no longer appears on modern maps of the district.  In a charter dated October 1381, 
we find reference to one [sic] “Alan de Drumnemarge ‘currwr’ of Auch.” (Calander 
of Writs of Munro: pg. 5. ~ ‘currwr’ might be from the Gaelic curadhar i.e. curator or 
keeper). 
   It will be remembered that Major Logan Home, in his genealogy ‘tree’, refers to a 
progenitor named Henry Logan (c. 1329), who is said to have come north from the 
earldom of Lennox.  However, I can find no evidence of the said Henry being further 
north than Dunbartonshire, although he is mentioned as having received letters of safe 
passage through England to conduct business in France. 
   Moreover, it seems that the Christian name Henry does not appear in subsequent 
generations of the Highland Logans. I further submit that it is unusual to find this 
Henry’s alleged successor being identified by a Gaelic patronymic, namely Gilligorm. 
   The question arises, if there is definite kinship ~ however remote ~ then which line 
is senior, Loban or MacLennan?  The fact that the modern MacLennan matriculation 
of arms includes ‘supporters’ (two pipers dressed in MacLennan tartan), being the 
true indication of chiefship, would appear to settle the matter ~ as far as the Lord 
Lyon is concerned, that is!  However, it is my own belief that the historical links 
between Loban and MacLennan are extremely vague, and thus totally unreliable by 
which to form any definite conclusion over kinship. 
   Nevertheless, records show that a branch of the Drumderfit family did settle in 
Wester-Ross, among the MacLennans and the Macraes in the Kintail area. David 
Logan, 1st of Auchtertyre, was the eldest son of Donald Logan of Ballnoe, Kilcoy 
Estate, Black Isle (nephew of Robert Logan 37th of Drumderfit). He married 
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Margaret, the daughter of Andrew Linton of Achanagart, Glenshiel. The Lintons were 
Border shepherds who came north from the Peebles district. 
   David and Margaret had six sons and three daughters, and it seems these 
Auchtertyre Logans brought extensive sheep farming into that district: the very 
activity often seen as the main cause of the infamous Highland Clearances of the mid-
19th century.  The following chart relates to the descendants of Duncan Logan of 
Ballnoe. 
                                                                                                                                             

THE LOGANS OF AUCHTERTYRE, ROSS-SHIRE 
Duncan Logan 

Farmed Ballnoe, Kilcoy, Black Isle 
 

                   

Duncan Logan      Murdoch Logan       Donald Logan      Isabella Logan 
                         m. Margt McDonald                 (unmarried)                m. Ann Robertson           m. John Forbes 
                           with issue                                                                      of Foss, Dingwall                 Liverpool 
                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                   dau. Isabella 
                                             

David Logan          Rev John Logan       Ann Logan 
                                       b. 1801. Educated King’s           m. ----Wylie and was          (Unmarried. d. aged  99) 
                                           College, Aberdeen.                 Minister Dundee and 
                                        m. Margt. Linton and                 Glasgow. D. 1871 
                                        acquired Auchtertyre 
                                        in 1840. d.1909. 

                                   
                          

(1) Mary Logan: b. 1840 m. Dr. George Duncan, Medical Officer for Lochalsh district.  Lived at Conchra 
                            Later at Reraig.                                                                                                                                

(2) Anne Logan: b. 1843 (no other details) 
 

(3) John Logan: b. 1845 at Auchtertyre; educated King’s College Aberdeen. Went to India during 1870s. 
   

(4) Andrew L. Logan: b. 1847; engineer.  Went to Russia to work on railways, m.  Selina E. Pudan, 
                                                                       of Yorkshire.  Retired to Auchtertyre, d.1923. 

(5) Alex. W. Logan: b.1849. banker, Bank of Scotland. Lived in Crieff, Perthshire. d. Auchtertyre 1924. 

           

(6) William L. Logan: b.1851. Kept poor health. d. 1880 age 29. 
 

(7) David Logan MD: b.1854, went to India and became a coffee planter.  Retired to Auchtertyre, d. 1923. 
 

(8) Celia M. Logan: b.1857, m. William Thompson, Chester. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

(9) George D. Logan MD: b.1859, practised medicine at Ecclefechan.  Retired to St. Ann’s, Carlisle.     
                                                                                  m. Jane Bulkley Gowanlock, with issue. 
 

                             
CHILDREN OF DUNCAN LOGAN AND MARGARET McDONALD (ABOVE) 

He inherited Ballnoe Farm from his father, and had three sons and two daughters. 
                                                                                                                                                       

(1) Evan Logan: farmed Seafield on the Raigmore estate , Inverness-shire; m. Margt MacKenzie and had 
                                          two sons and two daughters, namely Duncan, John, Helen and Margaret. 
 

(2) John Logan: Succeeded his father at Ballnoe (unmarried). 

(3) Donald Logan: b. 1810, had a farm near Ussie, Dingwall. m. Margt McKenzie, had two sons, John, 
                               Robert MD and dau. Margt. 

(4) Margaret Logan: (no details). 

(5) Isabella Logan: m. Peter Mackintosh, and had a son and daughter.                

   ___________________________________________________________________ 
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    From the above charts it becomes clear that, whether or not the Drumderfit Logans 
(anciently Lobans) represent the chief lineage of the surname in the North of 
Scotland, they were indeed fairly well documented.  There must surely be numerous 
descendants worldwide today. 
   The question of where the original Lobans were settled still remains unanswered.  
Was it on the Black Isle, Ross-shire, or one of the counties along the Moray Firth?  
My own argument is that the earliest recording of the name (so far) would seem to be 
1504 at Castleton, Black Isle (Andrew Lovane). 
   Feudalism would no doubt contribute to the dispersal of the name across the 
country. As mentioned earlier, the acquisition of land by prominent and powerful 
families, frequently led to a degree of social mobility among the subordinate 
population. 
   In certain land charters we come across reference to “nayffs” (natives).  In one such 
document, nayffs are listed along with “forests, fishings, mills, ferries. . .” and other 
features attached to the lands in question, all becoming the property of the grantee, to 
be disposed of as he saw fit (Calendar of Writs of Munro of Foulis 1299-1823, HM Register 
House, Edinburgh 1940). 
   It follows, therefore, that when a feudal superior obtained a grant of new lands, it 
would be in his interest if he ‘planted’ several of his own trusted vassals in key 
positions among the indigenous “nayffs” and thereby make his presence felt.  By this 
method, I feel sure that countless common folk were, throughout history, shunted all 
over Scotland.  Moreover, migrations of this nature would not be deemed important 
enough to be recorded. 
   A case in point might concern those Lobbans who farmed in the parish of 
Drumblade, Aberdeenshire.  The history of that area shows that the Bisset family had 
been prominent landowners since the 14th century, if not earlier.  They remained as 
proprietors after the Duke of Richmond and Gordon’s lands were sold (see Statistical 
Account, Scotland: Aberdeen). If we therefore remember that the Bissets were equally 
prominent around the Black Isle, and preceded the Frasers of Lovat in Aird, 
Inverness-shire, the distinct possibility arises whereby Loban or Lobban tenants might 
have been among the many “nayffs” transplanted!  This concept applies equally to 
other land-owning families in north-east Scotland. According to IGI records, the 
earliest Loban entry is 1715 in Drumblade, but families may have been settled there 
much earlier. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


